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When I started to think about the Micro Architecture my first thought was about how to create something that is made out of
something I could reuse afterwards or which materials I can use that are already reused ones in general since I didn't want to
produce a lot of waste just for one night. I started to develope a construction out of waterbottles as can be seen in the picture and I
made some simple sketches to capure my ideas. Plastic to keep me dry in case it will rain at the beach. Also I was thinking about
filling sand or water into the connected bottles to have a heavier construction because of the wind. By building the detail I had
problems to connect the bottles to each other and I realised that it would not work in the scale I would have needed it. So I kept on
developing another idea in the new formed group.

By trying to organise our field trip within a short time I realised how every topic is connected with everything else. The plan I posted in
our group in Facebook can be seen on the left.
Inspired by the idea that everything is connected with everything to work we developed a construction out of felxible woodsticks. Our
concept allowed us to achieve as much space as possible without the requirement of any further static suppourt.
The construction was connected in a traditional way by using ropes. Both materials were environmentally friendly. The covering of
our Micro Architecture was planed to be done with connected pieces of reused plastic bags to build our project as green as possible
with easy methods.
Below our first model of the planed construction can be seen. We improved this construction at the beach to be able to built a bigger
shelter and also a more stable one for three people. We connected two woodsticks to get a bigger basement and filled the space in
the middle with single sticks in the same way of connection as at the bottom. (More inforamtion about this can be seen later.)

Building and improving our planed construction at the beach was an amazing experience. Not just because you start to develop
inventor wealth but also because it connected us as a group. It was such a great experience to work with people from different
cultural backgrounds and to get to know their way of solving problems while desgining or building our project. It was a pleasure and I
will never forget this experience.
It was also amazing to see the final resullt standing infront of you and to feel that your project you created in your head could really
be build and is not just an imagination anymore.
We discoverd that the wind was so strong that we had to connect the construction with little cords to prevent the cover out of plastic
to tear up. We Covered only one side of the Dome- Design to be still connected with the wonderful nature around us and to prevent
the shelter for being overheated during the day.
We put another layer out of reused pastic bags to strongen the covering at the windy sight. With this design we where protected of
wind and rain and it allows us to see the stars at the sky.
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INSTANT CITY - DOME DESIGN

The refuge combines traditional and simple ways of building with a complex structure that reminds
on the ceiling of gothic cathedrals or a dome of a baroque church. This fact causes not just an interesting
shape of construction and design but also enough space to feel comfortable being in the “bubble”.
Furthermore, the amount of required material is very less and the project is made of environmentally
friendly materials in construction and covering. The refuge creates a transfer between being protected without
shielding the inhabitants from the wonderful scenery that surround them.
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INSTANT CITY - DOME DESIGN

The refuge combines traditional and simple ways of building with a complex structure that reminds
on the ceiling of gothic cathedrals or a dome of a baroque church. This fact causes not just an interesting
shape of construction and design but also enough space to feel comfortable being in the “bubble”.
Furthermore, the amount of required material is very less and the project is made of environmentally
friendly materials in construction and covering. The refuge creates a transfer between being protected without
shielding the inhabitants from the wonderful scenery that surround them.

The refuge combines
traditional and simple
ways of building with a
complex structure that
reminds
on the one hand of the
ceiling of gothic
cathedrals or a dome of
a baroque church and on
the other hand of a very
old construction of a
shelter, which is called
"Jurte". Moreover there
are examples of modern
architecture that are
using this dome form.

This way of building
causes not just an
interesting shape of
construction and design
but also enough space to
feel comfortable being in
the shelter. Furthermore,
the amount of required
material is very less and
the project is made of
environmentally friendly
materials in construction
and covering.

The urban situation
should be changed.
Instead of the structure
that reminded on the
historical insulaes it
would be good to create
a public space in the
middle with two streets
that connects the way
upt toi the hill with the
see, the coast and the
instant city.
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1.
create a circle with a free choosen radius depending on the
size of the dome design

2.
separate the circle in two halves (line 1)
and the upper half in quarters (line 2). The crossing is point M

3.
Create point A at any position of line 1 and
create a part circle through point C to create point B

4.
Take the same radius [AB] and create another
circle with point C as a center

5.
Take the created point D as the new center and do another
circle. Repeat this one more time with the new created point E

6.
Now you have the aquired shape of a regular pentagon

7.
Start to do the ground structure of the refuge with wood sticks

8.
Fix the edges with a rope (which is shown in the detail of page 1)

9.
Pull every edge at the same time and fix them with a rope to
get the dome shape that can be seen in the visualisation (on page 1)

10.
Fix the crossings of the wood sticks (like in 8.)

11.
Repeat 1. - 8. on top of the ground structure with smaller
wood sticks but fix every stick immediately on the ground
structure.Repeat it again and again depending on how huge
the refuge should be

12.
Cover it half or full with an organic or recycled plastic
and think of the position of entrance
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EXPLANATION:
THE DOME DESIGN IN
CATEGORIES
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I focus on what Joaquin suggested at this time and tried to
work with an already fixed shape that just could be put
together in one step.
It would work when the shape is fixed on the ground and
has ropes on the top. If you stand in the middle of all the
forms and pull the ropes, they will stand up and be closed
above your head. The material must be hard plastic maybe
with a zipper included to open parts of the construction to
get fresh air inside the dome. I liked the idea of building it
quickly, but I was worrying about the hard way of
transporting the big shapes.

I thought about the transport problem and how to
get a structure that will unfold itself by unbinding
it. I was trying to get a kind of suspension. It could
work really good and it will also be a very fast way
to build a shelter.
The transport is also easy. But anyway I liked the
design of the former Micro Architecture with the
flexible wood sticks more than that one since the
other design uses more natural materials.

I was wondering if it would be possible to have a
construction that is already connected with the covering
material. By using a compressor the folded material will be
unfolded and the construction will fix itself (like the joint of
a clothes horse for instance, which can be easily set up
and down again). I like this idea, but I was thinking of how
to get electricity for the compressor somewher in the
middle of nowhere. The dome would need a flat floor and a
covering which is one and the same piece and the
entrance will be no problem because of the joints.

I decided to give up the free space in the
dome by putting one stick in the
middle. Ropes that are fixed at the ground
with stones and are kept so long that a tent
can be built by moving them along the stick
and fix them there. Afterwards the structure
can be covered with an organic plastic or a
textile. This structure is also very easy but I
felt sorry about the lost free space. That is
why I still preferd the shelter, which had
been built at the beach.
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1. GIF OF THE MODEL      http://gph.is/2FeENvX

2. GIF OF THE MODEL      http://gph.is/2AH18Pf

3. GIF OF THE MODEL      http://gph.is/2FhgHRd

4. GIF OF THE MODEL      http://gph.is/2AGE6bi

By building the model to improve the construction from the beach I wanted to create something that is
moveable since the project was about an Instant City. Below the different developments are the links to
find the GIFS of the models to see the movements of each of them.

FOR ME AS AN FUTURE ARCHITECT IS MOST IMPOTANT:     BUILD THE DIFFERENCE YOU WANT TO SEE IN THE WORLD.

The Instant City Project inspired me to see myself as an architect not
just as someone who planes houses or cities but use the potential that
Architecture contains. Within this part of the semester I recogniced
how important it is to think about the future and all the changes that
can be and have to be done. How urgent it is to use our possibilities
and to create something new like an Instant City since we don't know
how our future will look like. I understood that we as architects can
develop strategies of a new way of living. That is why I desided to do
make the manifesto more general and not just about the Micro
Architecture. I thought it is better to see the task as part of a lifelong
project that could not be seperated.
Architecture is congealed music. This sentence represents how I see
Architecture in general. It reminds me that both triggers something in
everyone because we are everytime surrounded with both of them. It
influences us without really knowing the exact rules or motives.

For me it was important to
understand that we are able to
revolutionize the world by using the
most important key terms:
proportion, material, light and
environment. However the future
cities will look like (constant or
instant),  I am dreaming of cities that
are sustainable, innovative, social
and harmonize with its surrounding
by using environmentally friendly
materials. That is what I learned
during this task by seeing the
problems that occured. Waste,
Transportation, Fuction, Materiality,
Space, Time)

Videolink: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcfBjVSYFf4&t=1s
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In this workshop we figured out how the backyard of Reina Sofia
could look like in the future. Based on interviews we developed a new
world with new words and new possibilities and techniques.
The video can be seen here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O65rA3DLqhU
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It was fanatstic to work with
people from Dubai and also
from Bangladesh. We was
an amazing team. I also
enjoyed to get various
architectural background of
projects in Madrid. It was
one of the best experiences
in my first ERASMUS
semester in Alicante.

FIRST IDEAS TO SAFE MALAGA
1.
use hidden spaces (like the hollow mountain in Alicante and water storages (like in in Munich or Tokyo) and fill
them up with water and absorbe the rising ocean (maybe it is possible to transport the water to remoted areas of
the country)
2.
combine the hidden spaces with dams and use the power of the flooding water to get grren energy since the
water levels will rise slowly and we need to overlive during the process as well
3.
In Germany sometimes are required sheet pilings because there is so much water under the earth. If the workers
are not carfully enough the house will flush because of the water pressure. Also there is used water proof
concrete.
Therefore it could be possible to use the pressure of the rising water which floats in the hidden hollow spaces to
rise the city controlled on a higher level. By building the water storages higher and higher a kind of floating city
could be created.
Another possibility could be to let the houses sink and improve there basement with special materials so that
they can be used under water without being damaged of the different pressure and movement. And build them
higher on their tops to get an underwater und overwater city. Streets are not used with cars but with boats.
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10  1 Cathedral
 2 Alcazaba

& Roman Theatre

 3 Port
 4 Beach
 5 Bullring
 6 Castillo
 7 Cultural rich areas
 8 Cultural rich areas
 9 Living area
10 Picasso Gardens
11 Comercial area

11

Shape of safed area =
shape of special dam
construction

Area to produce green
energy for the city
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RECOVERY
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1 Malaga 1:2000
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FUTURE MALAGA IN 10 POINTS
WE DO NOT NEED EASY

WE JUST NEED POSSIBLE

1.
The city can just exist and functionate when all areas that are important are saved
in total. Therefore, the saved areas include: cultural important spots, living and
commercial parts.

2.
The construction is adaptable so that it can be build step by step depending on the
rising water level.
3.
At some spots it will be necessary to do a complete restructuring. For example, the
industrial area of the harbor will be developed new and will be used as an area
where green energy is produced. It will happen with a construction that is similar to
a dam, to get water energy and safe working places. It will work because of the
water pressure and a turbine system.

4. The living and commercial areas will be built higher with bridges and new
lawyers of streets in the air. To shelter all habitants in a smaller area. This will be
done if needed and is not seen in the sections.

5.
When the water has reached the 65m level the construction will be as high that it
shields the elected parts of Malaga.
6.
There will be elevators at the edges of the dam to enter the city from outside.

7.
A platform that will be attached to the mountain on which top is the Castillo located
will allow the people to enter the cities beside the elevator system

8.
Important is also at the coast that the dam allows animals and plants at the beach
to stay there so that there is a whole ecosystem included.

9.

A touristic element of the city will be created at the beach of Malaga. Where people
have a fantastic view of watching the underwater world while enjoying the sun that
comes from above.

10.
The material for the protective shape is filled with tempered safety glass since this
is very stable. The structure is like bone tissue (which is a development of the
dome design of the micro architecture), what allows less material but most stability.
It will be built out of a new design of a very hard, transparent and envirnomentally
friendly plastic that was specific developed and is not affected from the salty water.

Good to know beside this project but also important:
There are plenty of things that can be done nowadays to
already build the difference and prevent situation like
that. I found an Architect who already deals with this
problem and she really inspired me. Her name is Anna
Heringer.
What she does:
1. local materials
2. "green" materials (clay instead of concrete or wood)
3. minimize deforestation and massproduction
4. behave more environmentally friendly

DETAIL OF DAM SYSTEM AT THE HARBOUR 1:1000

Norman Foster is dealing with this bone construction for
his "LUNAR HABITATION". 3D- printers will build the
structure on the moon. He chose this design since the
construction is very light and can be build in layers and
is still very strong. For thes reason I adopted the idea.

waterproof
clay as basement
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MALAGA WITH NEW DAM AND ENERGY SOLOUTION AND SEE LEVEL AT 65m  1:2000

MALAGA AND SEE LEVEL TODAY 1:2000

The first section shows the situation nowadays
and demonstrate with a blue line where the water
would be if the see level rises 65m. The whole city
will be under water and all habitants, which would
be 569.000, would be homeless. The industry
would be destroyed and modern or historical
architecture would be lost.
Therefore I decided to follow a concept that allows
to safe the most important areas of the city to save
residental buildings and to keep the economic
system working. This is possible by including big
areas of the industrial part of the city on the one
hand and on the other hand to save the beaches
not just for touristic attractions.
Tourist of the future will be able to lay under the
sun while watching underwater life through the
built dam. Also very important toi know is that the
beaches will build a own ecosystem to keep all the
species alive who live at the coast regions. (Which
can be seen in the visualization)
The second section shows all this elements, but
cut the region at the harbour since there is placed
the energy recovery system. This provides the city
with green energy and also contains a little of the
rising see level.
Water will come through the rakes into the pipes to
a turbine. With the flood the turbine moves and the
generator leads the power to the transformator.
Here the energy will be changed into electricity.
When all champers under the city are full the
system opens a flap so that the water flushes back
into the see. Because of the changing pressure
and the movement of the water there will be a
constant circulation and a constant energy
providing. The chambers are necessary since the
system is huge and because of that the water is
easier to be controlled.
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